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Introduction
In 1852 Bishop William Willson announced his intention to erect a second church in Hobart and to
that end summoned a meeting in St Joseph’s Church to inaugurate an appeal for funds. An
announcement to that effect was read out at both Masses on Sunday 29 August 1852. At this
‘numerous and respectable meeting’ his Vicar-General read out an address from the Bishop in which
he pointed out that St Joseph’s was quite inadequate and at Sunday Masses was ‘crowded in every
part, even within the sanctuary’, with numbers remaining outside. The last census had recorded 4,535
Catholics in the Hobart Town district yet St Joseph’s ‘even when filled to suffocating compressure
will only hold six hundred persons’.1 Willson ‘proposed to erect part of a plain substantial church as
soon as means can be relied upon’, adding that the ‘celebrated architect Mr Pugin has most kindly
prepared with his own hands a plan for the church and a complete set of working drawings free of
cost2 [our emphasis].
We would point out that only small sums were recorded from the date when collectors were
appointed, 21 August 1853, until August 1854 after which no further entries were made in the appeal
volume and the project lapsed. We would further note that the proposed church was not to be built
from one of the two remaining unused church models which Willson had brought out to Hobart Town
in 1844 because these were for ‘small churches’.3
The identity and details of this Pugin design remained unsolved until October 2012 although its
existence was confirmed in a letter from Pugin to Willson of late 1847, as will be revealed. Towards
the end of the Bishop’s return visit to England in 1847 he had visited Pugin in Ramsgate. As a result
of this Pugin had written to his good friend and industrial colleague John Hardman of Birmingham on
14 November urging him to do all possible to assist the Bishop’s efforts in Tasmania:
Bishop Willson is here & is much delighted with all here. I am very anxious about his
Diocese—he is so anxious to do all right—I have arranged for him take out a quantity of
casts—& also 2 or 3 tracery windows worked as patterns—2 sorts of benches &c. specimens of
paneling. in fact models by which he will be able to produce work on the spot. it has occurred
to me that Early must have a great quantity of stencils & if we were to transfer the patterns on
sheets of paper they would be exceedinly useful—so pray see to this. give to him 1st stencils of
various patterns 2. Rubbings of our brasses which they could imitate in incised stones [Then
follow items to be sold to Willson] The Bishop tells me he got our plain Candlesticks Cast in
Hobart Town. could he not do the same with our plain processional cross. pray think if there is
anything else we could help him with. It appears to me one of the most important things to
accomplish to introduce the true form of sacred things in the new world. rely on it as it begins it
must go on for having so few models people will naturally follow what they see. I am going to
give him all the drawings unused cartoons &c. that I can. I am getting 12 sorts of headstones for
him. I want Mrs. Powell to have a set of silk & gold apparels of any colour got ready for him …
I am very anxious to establish a regular correspondence with Bishop Willson—so as to keep
him supplied with such things as he may require.4
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This lengthy excerpt conveys something of the zeal and generosity with which Pugin was supporting
Willson. Note the reference to ‘2 or 3 tracery windows worked as patterns’,5 the meaning of which
will become clear as we examine the church design. It is now also clear that based on three years’
experience of the realities of Tasmanian craft and other skills Willson was able to reveal to Pugin on
this visit that conventional architectural drawings could be read and used there. Sets of drawings for
two buildings for Willson—a house and a church—their design ‘free of cost’, were dispatched to him
late in 1847 before his departure from England, accompanied by the following previously unpublished
letter.6 The contents are so remarkable that we reproduce it here in full:
My dear Lord Bishop
I send you the working drawings of the house & church.
I think you will find it perfectly convenient & suitable for your purpose. I have kept tracings of
the drawings so as to be able to send you the fixtures for doors locks hinges &c.
I am very anxious to have this sort of church adopted which I send you. it will be very useful &
not costly. & as your Lordship takes out parts worked by Myers of my Patern. I fully expect it
will be easily erected. I have referred to the different parts worked by writing on the drawing.
- Mr. Hardman will send up the stained glass window & I have introduced it in the oratory in
the house – there will be folding doors opening into it from the upper corridor so many persons
would have access there if necessary I have also made a door opening from your Lordships bed
Room into the oratory. which will be both a comfort & convenience. I hope and trust to get up
to town & see your Lordship before you sail. & I would explain everything more perfectly but
the drawings are very clear & I have taken great pains with them.
will your lordship be so good as to pay the £8.10. I owe Mr. Denny for Head stones | to Mr.
Myers. to save trouble
- I am very anxious about your chasubles the crosses on them spoil them altogether I cannot
express how grieved I am your Lordship did not consult me about them about them that man at
Manchester is as ignorant as a Cow - & not an humble man either. I hope if Mr Heptonstall has
any made he will let me regulate the pattern. they cannot hang well unless the cross is properly
placed. & the shape of the bottom more pointed. It has fretted me ever since I have seen them.
if I was better off I would given your Lordship a real set but I am too poor at present.
I hope you have got the apparels for the albs.
I have sent up a roll of Cartoon Drawings for you
ever with great respect
your Lordships devoted respectful
Sert
+ A Welby Pugin
Since writing this I have received the accompanying letter from Denny which shows me the
cost of the stones is £9.107
There is much of interest in this letter, including references to vestments and headstones. Perhaps just
a brief aside that the ‘Cow’ in Manchester to which Pugin refers was Thomas Brown from whom
Willson purchased vestments which we previously thought had occurred during the 1854 Willson visit
to England.8As for the church, note that Pugin refers to pattern stonework which Willson will be
taking back to Tasmania and also that he has annotated the drawings with notes about its location.
One sheet of the church plans has been re-discovered and is reproduced below.9
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The surviving sheet of the working drawings for St Mary’s, Hobart (Courtesy: Peter Cheney)

Before considering the design in detail we note that it has many points of similarity with a drawing
documented in Alexandra Wedgwood’s admirable 1977 catalogue of Pugin family works in the
drawings collection of the Royal Institute of British Architects.10 This latter drawing now appears to
have possibly been a preliminary scheme which was worked up into the complete set of working
drawings sent to Willson.

Ground plan
We will reproduce each element of the drawings at a larger size as we discuss it in order to show the
details more clearly.
The overall plan form is the familiar triple-gabled type which Pugin employed for St Mary’s
Newcastle upon Tyne (1841), St Benedict’s, Broadway (1842), St Joseph & St Mary’s, St Peter Port
(1845) and St Thomas of Canterbury’s, Fulham (1847). However, in this case he has annotated the
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drawing to indicate that it is not complete, reflecting Bishop Willson’s aforementioned remarks of it
being ‘part of a plain substantial church’. A note accompanying lines drawn across the chancel east
wall on either side of the window reads ‘line of arch built in wall’. A more detailed explanation is
given for the same lines as they appear in the form of an arch marked with the letter ‘K’ around the
chancel east window in the sectional elevation looking east: ‘K line of arch built in East wall to
enable a chancel to be thrown out after.’ Thus, the relatively short—for Pugin—one and a half bay
chancel, 18ft long, could be extended to perhaps double its initial length, making it more in proportion
to the 66ft nave and giving it an easterly aspect closer to that of his St George’s, Southwark, albeit
vastly simpler.

The nave, 18ft wide between the arcade columns, comprises five and a half bays 12ft in length which,
with the chancel pro tem, gives an overall internal length of 84ft. A baptistery occupies the
westernmost bay of the south aisle and the eastern ends of both aisles are intended for chapels. Pugin
has marked sacrarium recesses in their south walls, as for the chancel, with the letter ‘w’, and an
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adjacent note on the plan reads ‘w w w Sacrariums sent’. This would refer to pattern stonework for
two different sacrariums which accompanied Willson to Hobart Town in 1844 and which would in
due course be copied for his model church buildings in Oatlands and Colebrook. We reproduce below
images of further copies of these sacrariums in St Thomas’, Sorell (1863–65), by Henry Hunter and in
St Mary’s Cathedral, Hobart, the first section of which was opened in 1866 and whose construction
was supervised by Hunter.

Pattern sacrarium copies in St Thomas’, Sorell, and St Mary’s Cathedral, Hobart
(Images: Brian Andrews)
We will note further examples of Hunter’s use of Pugin’s pattern stonework, and not just from the
1844 batch, as we examine further details of the design.
The church has a sacristy abutting the north-east chapel and the easternmost bay of the north aisle. It
will be described later when addressing the separate details of it on the plan, likewise for the north
porch. The church has Pugin’s usual west door for ceremonial purposes such as processions, and a
south porch built into the base of a tower.
We note that the thickness of the church walls is 2ft 6 in and of the tower 3ft. Clearly, Pugin expects
that this will provide adequate structural strength for the building without resorting to buttresses, as
was the case in a number of his Irish churches, most notably, St Alphonsus’, Barntown, but this aspect
of the design is not proto-High Victorianism, as is clearly revealed by a note on the drawing along
with several details on the ground plan. The note reads: ‘It would be desirable if the foundation is not
very good worked to have buttresses between the windows & at angles as shown in ditto lines & the
same all round the church.’ On the plan he has drawn one sample buttress with the dimensions of 2ft
thick and 3ft 6in deep and several dotted ones as per his note. In the absence of foreknowledge of the
soil and other conditions on site this is a prudent ‘engineering’ provision.
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In the east and west walls of the two porches and of the westernmost half-bay of the nave are drawn
holy water stoups, each marked with an ‘s’. This is an opportune point to reproduce the list of pattern
stonework on the drawing, within which the ‘s’ is included. The numbers on the list are marked on the
ground plan and on the sectional elevation looking east, identifying the locations of stonework copied
from pattern stone.
Sent out worked
1 one of the crown stones of gable and cross
2 one kneeler at bottom of Gables
3 one of the stone corbels for Roof
4 one of the end windows
5 one of the side windows
6 & 7 one cap & one base & a piece of arch mould
& a model of Roofs &c.
s s s s holy water stoups
9. the niche over entrance door of Tower
Of this remarkable list only the stoups are from the pattern stonework sent out in 1844, the remainder
belonging to the cargo accompanying Willson back to Hobart in 1848. In essence, Pugin is supplying
pattern stone for most of the dressed stonework on the building and is supplementing it, as for his
1843 church models for Willson, with ‘a model of Roofs &c.’. Two pattern stoups were sent out in
1844 and it is interesting to note that again Hunter was copying pattern stonework for his stoups in the
north porch of St Thomas’, Sorell.

A pattern stoup copy in St Thomas’, Sorell (Image: Brian Andrews)
Before leaving our consideration of the ground plan we note that the aisle bays are 15ft wide, giving
an overall internal width for the church of 52ft, and that they are lit by two-light windows. The
octagonal font shown in the baptistery on the plan would have been for copying from the pattern font
which came out in 1844.
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The pattern font in St John’s, Richmond (Image: Brian Andrews)
One of the items of pattern stonework listed on the plans is ‘one of the side windows’. Regrettably we
do not have this detail because it would have been drawn on a side elevation of the church on one of
the missing other drawings. However, the ground plan shows that it is 3ft wide and we have reason to
speculate that the pattern stonework for it was copied by Henry Hunter for the chancel east window of
his Puginesque St Thomas’, Sorell (1863–65), 25km north-east of Hobart.
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The chancel east window, St Thomas’, Sorell (Image: Brian Andrews)
We have already established that Hunter was copying pattern stonework. The Sorell window is 3ft
wide and its tracery is more sophisticated and better proportioned than his usual work. We note too
that the window is really rather too small for the size of the chancel east wall, lending credence to the
possibility that it is a straight ‘lift’ from Pugin.
Transverse section looking east
There is much of interest in this part of the drawing, revealing inter alia a Pugin borrowed detail and
further evidence of Hunter availing himself of pattern stonework. Note firstly the two-storey sacristy
abutting the north wall. We will consider it when we look at its own detail on the drawing.
The walls of the church are all 19ft in height and the nave arcade columns 8ft high from the floor to
the top of the capitals. Pugin has placed numbers on this section beside the relevant details for which
he is providing pattern stonework, namely:
1 one of the crown stones of gable and cross
2 one kneeler at bottom of Gables
3 one of the stone corbels for Roof
4 one of the end windows
5 one of the side windows
6 & 7 one cap & one base & a piece of arch mould
He has written a practical note above one of the longitudinal box gutters: ‘The gutters between these
Roofs must run off at each end dividing the run from the centre’.
The nave roof has arched scissor trusses and wall posts landing on corbels, of exactly the same form
as those in the nave of his slightly earlier St Thomas of Canterbury’s Church, Fulham, which was
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started in 1847. This triple-gabled church with its five-light chancel east window conveys some sense
of what the nave interior vista looking east of St Mary’s, Hobart, would have been like.

The nave interior looking east, St Thomas of Canterbury’s, Fulham (Image: Brian Andrews)
We perhaps have even more concrete evidence of the forms of Pugin’s east windows. The north aisle
east window is marked with the number 4, indicating that pattern stonework is being provided for it,
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and it seems that Henry Hunter again availed himself of this splendid Pugin stone ‘quarry’. One of his
earliest churches was All Saints Anglican Church, South Hobart (1858–59). Most of the window
detail is somewhat coarse, with the exception of the three-light chancel east window, illustrated
below, whose tracery corresponds with the typically rough Pugin freehand detail on the St Mary’s
transverse section.

The chancel east window in Henry Hunter’s All Saints, South Hobart (Image: Brian Andrews)
Thanks to a keen-sighted piece of detective work by Friend of Pugin John Maidment we also know
the exact form of the chancel east window. Its tracery is identical with that in the beautiful and
inventive chancel east window of Pugin’s St Wilfrid’s, Cotton College, Staffordshire, whose
foundation stone was laid in October 1844.
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The chancel east window, St Wilfrid’s, Cotton College (Source: www.cottoncollege.co.uk)
The aisle roofs are of the simple trussed rafter form as used inter alia in the nave of his St Marie’s,
Rugby, dating from 1847 but before the Hobart design. Unsurprisingly, Henry Hunter used this form
for the nave roof in St Thomas’, Sorell, and for this he had access to Pugin’s ‘model of the roofs &c.’,
listed under items ‘sent out worked’ on the St Mary’s drawing. We note too that the chancel east
window at Rugby is of the same form as the aisle east windows in St Mary’s, Hobart, and as in
Hunter’s All Saints borrowing.
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A view into the original Pugin chancel in St Marie’s, Rugby, showing its three-light east window
(Image: Nicholas Callinan)
If we can assemble in our imagination the elements above described and illustrated we can gain a fair
impression of what the interior of St Mary’s would have been like. No wonder that Bishop Willson
was so keen to have it constructed.
Elevation and section of tower
We have reproduced this part of the drawing to a larger scale overleaf because of its beauty and for
the interesting detail it reveals.
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We note firstly that its general form follows that of the steeple on Pugin’s St Osmund’s, Salisbury, the
foundation stone of which church was laid on 8 April 1847. An image of it is reproduced below.

The steeple, St Osmund’s, Salisbury (Image: Brian Andrews)
The steeple is 16ft wide over the base plinth and 64ft high, not counting the surmounting cross and
weathercock. Regarding the latter, Pugin has written an interesting note beside it which reads: ‘this
cross has been sent out but others should be made from it before it is fixed’.11
The pyramidal capping to the four-stage tower is inscribed with ‘covered with shingles’, and on and
beside the sectional elevation Pugin has given the scantlings of the timer to be used in the cap:
hips of roof 10 x 6
Rafters 9 x 3
plates 8 x 5
bonded & then covered with shingles
rafters 12 x 6
beam 12 x 6
11
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The belfry stage has louvred two-light openings on all four faces whose tracery is identical with that
on St Osmund’s, Salisbury, as is the string course which loops over the heads of the openings as a
dripstone moulding. There are small rectangular lights to the intermediate stages of the tower, as for
Salisbury. Access to the belfry stage is gained by ladders, the lowest being one being erected as
necessary within the south aisle to reach a ‘small door’ in the second stage north wall.
We come now to one of the most fascinating features of the design, namely, the statue niche in the
second stage south wall above the entrance. It is one for which pattern stonework has been provided,
and we know its form. It is the same as the one in the St Marie’s, Rugby, nave south wall.

Statue niche, St Marie’s, Rugby (Image: Brian Andrews)
This niche is designed for a statue of the saint in whose honour the church is dedicated, namely, St
Mary. Now, the measurement of the Pugin ‘squiggle’ in the niche on the steeple south elevation is
around 67cm, exactly the height of the 1847 Virgin and Child statue which Willson brought back to
Hobart Town in 1848. We thus conclude that this beautiful work was in fact destined for St Mary’s
Church.
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Statue evidently destined for the niche above the entrance to St Mary’s Church (Image: Richard
Eastwood)
In the transverse section Pugin has written ‘sent’ on the floor of the porch in the tower bottom stage.
We speculate that this probably refers to encaustic tiles by Minton which Pugin included in the 1843
list which he generated with his builder George Myers of items to be made for Bishop Willson.12 The
tiles were eventually used to pave the chancel of St Canice’s Church (1909–10), Sandy Bay, by the
Hobart Arts and Crafts architect Alan Cameron Walker.
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To the right of the tower transverse section Pugin has drawn a detail of the floor between the tower’s
lowest two stages. It shows the chamfering of the beam edges and the position of the ceiling.

Sacristy and north porch
Sections and details are reproduced below.
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A detail of the sacristy part of the main ground plan is given above. It shows that Pugin has provided
stoves at the east and west ends, warming the two sections of the sacristy, the smaller western space
bearing the words ‘outer sacristy & confessional if required’. He has also drawn double doors to the
sacristy external door, reflecting no doubt his own fear of break-ins. He gives a detail of the paired
windows in the sacristy east wall which shows wrought iron bars, again for security purposes, and has
a note beside the sectional elevation of the sacristy which reads: ‘strong Iron cross & upright bars’.
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Pugin’s elevation, part section and side window detail of the north porch show a design very much
common to so many of his churches. Of interest though is the scantling detail: the rafters and collar tie
7 x 4 and the wall plate 6 x 5. Against the roof is written ‘covered with shingles’.
His practical approach to the sacristy design is exemplified by the layout and details on the transverse
section looking east. Let us look at the sectional view starting from the top. We note first that the
chimney form, octagonal at the top with pyramidal transitions to the lower square section, is the same
as on the sacristy chimney of St Patrick’s, Colebrook. The upper floor is marked with the letter ‘O’
and the key to its function is given in the text at right:
Room over sacristy for keeping church furniture that is not often wanted the joists trimmed for
a trap door at Y & the room is ascended by a ladder in outer sacristy
On either side of the stove against the east wall are ‘ambries [cupboards] for vestments’. His
concern to keep the sacristy a dry as possible to prevent deterioration of the silk vestments is
illustrated by the high dwarf wall under the floor which allows ample ‘air under floor’.
Conclusion
An examination of the remarkable surviving sheet of Pugin’s design for St Mary’s Church, Hobart,
has revealed that although the building is very much in the idiom of his near-contemporary English
church designs it bears witness to the unique methods—pattern stonework and detailed written
explanations—which he employed to make this lovely design realizable at the furthest ends of the
earth. When we see fragments of the design worked into buildings by Henry Hunter we can only
lament that the Pugin vision does not grace the eminence above Harrington Street, Hobart.
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